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1 Introduction

System cooling is a critical component of any high-power electronic system. As circuits become smaller, increasing demands are placed on system designers to improve the efficiency of system thermal management. This requires the system cooling fans to run at the optimum speed to ensure that the system temperature is always below a defined limit. To achieve this, a temperature measurement unit and a closed-loop fan speed controller are needed.

PSoC® 4 has the resources required to implement in a single chip a complete thermal management solution:

- The analog blocks, which include a SAR ADC, opamps, and IDACs, can be used to interface with analog temperature sensors such as a diode or a thermistor.
- The dedicated PWM hardware blocks can be used to drive as many as four independent fans. The universal digital blocks (UDBs) can be used for fan speed measurement using the tachometer signals from the fans.
- The powerful 32-bit ARM Cortex-M0 CPU can be used to implement firmware algorithms for measuring analog temperature sensors, and to implement the overall thermal management algorithms.
- The serial communication blocks (SCBs) can be used to report the fan status to an external host through the I²C, SPI, or UART interface.

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of a PSoC 4 thermal management application.

PSoC 4 includes many other parts, beside PSoC 4200. They may have more or less on-chip PWM and UDB resources, which lead to slight difference in capacities on fan controller implementation. In this AN, the mentioned PSoC 4 is PSoC 4200 parts, if not specified otherwise.

PSoC Creator™, the integrated development environment (IDE) for PSoC, provides a FanController Component to simplify the design process. The component takes care of the closed-loop speed control. All you need to do is specify the required fan speed based on the system temperature. This application note shows how to use this component to build a PSoC 4 based thermal management system, with the help of three example projects:

- ‘Project1_OpenLoop’ – This project demonstrates the open-loop control mode where the firmware controls the nominal fan speed by setting the duty cycle of a PWM signal driving the fan.
- ‘Project2_ClosedLoop’ – This project shows how to implement a closed-loop fan-speed control system. The FanController Component automatically adjusts the PWM duty cycle to achieve a given fan speed.
- ‘Project3_ThermalManagement’ - The third example demonstrates a complete thermal management system that reads the temperature from external sensors and controls the fan speed to limit the temperature.

Other devices in the PSoC series – PSoC 1, PSoC 3, and PSoC 5LP – can also be used for a fan controller solution. See the following application notes for these devices:

- AN78692, PSoC 1 Intelligent Fan Controller
- AN66627, PSoC 3 and PSoC 5LP Intelligent Fan Controller

Select a PSoC device family based on the number of fans to be controlled and the number of temperature sensors to process. Table 1 shows a comparison between the PSoC families.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>PSoC 1</th>
<th>PSoC 4</th>
<th>PSoC 3 and PSoC 5LP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Fans</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor Types</td>
<td>RTD, Thermistor</td>
<td>RTD, Thermistor</td>
<td>Diode, RTD, Thermistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I²C Sensors</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2 Four-Wire Fan Basics

Figure 2 shows a typical four-wire fan. Two of the wires are used to supply power to the fan. The other two wires are used for PWM and tachometer feedback for speed control and speed sensing respectively.

Figure 2. Typical 4-Wire DC Fan

At the cabling level, wire color-coding is not consistent across manufacturers, but the connector pin assignment is standardized. Figure 3 shows the connector pinout when viewed looking into the connector with the cable behind. Note that the connectors are keyed to prevent incorrect insertion into a fan controller board.

Figure 3. Four-Wire DC Fan Connector Pin Assignment

Fans come in standard sizes, with the common diameters being 40 mm, 80 mm, and 120 mm. One of the specifications to be checked when selecting a fan for a cooling application is how much air the fan can move. This is specified either as cubic feet per minute (CFM) or meters cubed per minute (m³/min). The size, shape, and pitch of the fan blades all contribute to the fan's capability to move air.

Smaller fans are typically used in space-constrained applications. They must run at a higher speed to move the same volume of air in a given period; therefore, use more power and generate significantly more acoustic noise. This unavoidable tradeoff must be made to meet system requirements.

3 Fan Speed Control

The speed of a four-wire fan is controlled using a pulse-width modulator (PWM) signal. Increasing the duty cycle of the PWM signal increases the fan speed, as Figure 4 shows. Fan manufacturers specify how the PWM duty cycle relates to nominal fan speed using either a table of data points or a graph.
It is important to note that at low duty cycle, not all fans behave the same way. Some fans stop rotating as the duty cycle approaches 0%, while others rotate at a nominal specified minimum RPM. In both cases, the duty cycle to RPM relationship can be non-linear or not specified. A fan controller solution should include a mechanism to handle this fan behavior.

4 Measuring Fan Speed

DC fans include hall-effect sensors that sense the rotating magnetic fields generated by the fan’s rotor as it spins. The output of the hall-effect sensor is a pulse train (referred as the tachometer signal) that has a frequency directly proportional to the fan speed. The number of pulses produced during each revolution depends on the number of poles in the electromechanical construction of the fan.

For the most common four-pole brushless DC fan, the tachometer output from the hall-effect sensor generates two high (T1 and T3) and two low (T2 and T4) pulses for each fan revolution, as Figure 5 shows.

If the fan stops rotating due to mechanical failure or other fault, the tachometer output signal remains static at either a logic low or logic high level.

There are two ways to measure the rotation speed of a fan:

1. Use a high-frequency clock to measure the period of the tachometer pulse.
2. Count the tachometer pulses over a fixed period of time.

The selection of a particular method depends on the frequency to be measured. For a low-frequency input signal, it is better to use the first method as it provides a precise result with the measurement time dependent on the period of the input signal. For a high-frequency input signal, the second method is preferred, as the first method requires a very high frequency clock to achieve the same precision. In fan control applications, the tachometer signal frequency is around 600 Hz at 10,000 RPM for a four-pole fan. For such a frequency range, the first method can be used.

Since the tachometer line of a fan is an open drain / open collector output, it is necessary to pull the line high through a resistor, as Figure 6 shows. The input pins on PSoC 4 allow the use of built-in pull-up resistors so that an external resistor is not necessary. To avoid the effect of noise on speed measurements, put a small value capacitor of the order of a few nF to ground.
5 Cypress Development Kits for Thermal Management

The following Cypress kits can be used for quick and easy evaluations of thermal management solutions:

5.1 CY8CKIT-042 – PSoC 4 Pioneer Kit

This is a development board for the PSoC 4 device (Figure 7). It has an onboard programmer that is based on a PSoC 5LP device; it also acts as an I²C-USB bridge. The board has Arduino-compatible headers, which you can use to connect third-party expansion boards.

![CY8CKIT-042 PSoC 4 Pioneer Kit](image)

Figure 7. CY8CKIT-042 PSoC 4 Pioneer Kit

You can get more details about this kit at [http://www.cypress.com/go/CY8CKIT-042](http://www.cypress.com/go/CY8CKIT-042).
5.2 CY8CKIT-019 – PSoC Shield Adapter

This adapter (Figure 8) enables you to connect a Cypress expansion board kit (EBK) to the PSoC 4 Pioneer kit.

Figure 8. CY8CKIT-019 PSoC Shield Adapter

This kit has Arduino-compatible headers along with four LEDs, one potentiometer, and two switches. You can get more details about this kit at http://www.cypress.com/go/CY8CKIT-019.
5.3 CY8CKIT-036 – PSoC Thermal Management Expansion Board Kit (EBK)

This is an EBK for a thermal management solution (Figure 9). It is used with a PSoC development kit. It comes with two fans plus a variety of analog and digital temperature sensors to enable you to quickly prototype a complete thermal management system.

Figure 9. CY8CKIT-036 PSoC Thermal Management EBK

More information on the kit can be found at http://www.cypress.com/go/CY8CKIT-036.

You must have all the three kits to create a PSoC 4 based thermal management solution. Figure 10 shows the complete assembly.

Figure 10. Thermal Management Setup

The three example projects provided with this application note, and described in the following sections, can be easily tested on these kits.
5.4 Example Projects

In the application note webpage, a .zip file of the projects is provided. Save and unzip it to your computer. Make sure that you have installed the latest PSoC Creator software, which can be downloaded here: http://www.cypress.com/psoccreator/

Double-click the PSoC Creator workspace file AN89346.cywrk to open the projects. In the Workspace Explorer window, three projects are listed, as Figure 11 shows:
1. Project1_OpenLoop
2. Project2_ClosedLoop
3. Project3_ThermalManagement

Figure 11. Workspace Explorer Window

6 Project1_OpenLoop

This project demonstrates how to drive two fans in the open loop mode using the PSoC Creator FanController Component. Fan speed is set using the duty cycle value provided by an I²C master, or by using the switches connected to the device. The FanController Component can be found under Thermal Management in the PSoC Creator Component Catalog, as Figure 12 shows.

Figure 12. FanController Component
6.1 FanController Component

In the Workspace Explorer window (Figure 11 on page 8), expand the files under Project1_OpenLoop by clicking the ‘+’ button next to the project. Click Top Design to open the project schematic. Figure 13 shows the Top Design schematic.

Figure 13. Project1_OpenLoop – TopDesign

Double-click the FanController Component to open the Component Configuration Tool, as Figure 14 shows.

Figure 14. FanController Component Configuration Tool – Basic Tab
For this example project, the FanController Component is configured to use the **Manual** mode. In this mode, PSoC hardware blocks are used for the PWMs and the tachometer speed monitor, but firmware is responsible for setting the fan speed.

**Figure 15** shows a simplified representation of the Manual control mode. In this mode, the API function `SetDutyCycle()` is used to set the individual PWM duty cycles, which in turn controls individual fan speeds. Speed measured by the Tachometer block is transferred to SRAM using an interrupt service routine. Fan speeds can then be read using the `GetActualSpeed()` API function. Note that this project does not use the actual fan speeds for any purpose.

You can also configure the component to generate an alert signal if any fan stalls. Enable this feature by selecting the **Fan Stall / Rotor Lock** checkbox on the customizer **Basic** tab, but leave that box unchecked for the first example project.

![Figure 15. Manual Control Mode – Block Diagram](image)

*Click the **Fans** Tab of the Configuration Tool to complete the configuration of the FanController Component, as **Figure 16** shows.*

![Figure 16. FanController Component Configuration Tool – Fans Tab](image)

This tab enables you to configure all of the parameters related to the PWMs and the fans. Enter the number of fans and the fan bank arrangement. A fan bank is defined as multiple fans that are driven by the same PWM speed control signal. In this project, we drive two fans without banking.
The resolution of the PWM drivers can be set to 8-bit or 10-bit as required for your application. Ten-bit resolution gives finer speed control, but uses more digital resources. When the 8-bit resolution is selected, the PWM frequency can be set to either 25 kHz or 50 kHz. 25 kHz is commonly used for PWM drive signals, but fans that require higher PWM control frequencies can be supported with this option.

The lower portion of this tab enables you to enter the electromechanical parameters of your fans. If you have this information from the fan manufacturer’s datasheet, enter it here. The Duty cycle A (%), RPM A, Duty cycle B (%), and RPM B parameters represent two data points from the fan’s duty cycle to speed chart. If you are not able to get this information, keep the default settings for now. You will be able to measure the actual duty cycle to speed relationship for your fans in this project, and you can come back later and enter the measured parameters.

If you change the FanController configuration, rebuild the project, using menu Build > Build Project1_OpenLoop.

6.2 Other Project Components

After the FanController Component configuration is complete, note the other components placed in the design. The Digital Output Pin Components are used in the design to route the PWM signals to physical pins. The Digital Input Components with internal resistive pull-up are used to route the tachometer signals from the fans to the FanController Component.

An ISR Component is connected to the end-of-cycle (eoc) output of the FanController. The eoc signal is generated inside the component and pulses high when a new speed sample is available from all fans connected to the component. The resulting interrupt enables the CPU to read the fan speed at appropriate times.

I²C communication is included to allow an external I²C master to send commands to update the PWM duty cycle and read data from the PSoC. An EzI2C Component, which acts as an I²C slave, is placed in the design for this purpose.

Two digital input pin components with internal resistive pull-up are used to read the switch status.

6.3 Clock Settings

When operating the fan PWMs with a 10-bit resolution, the IMO must be set to 48 MHz. To configure the IMO, open the Project1_OpenLoop.cydwr file and go to the Clocks tab, as Figure 17 shows.

Figure 17. Clocks Tab

Select IMO and click Edit Clock. This opens the Configure System Clocks dialog, as Figure 18 shows. Set the IMO clock to 48 MHz. SYSCLK can be set based on your requirements. For this project, set the Divider to 1, which sets the SYSCLK to 48 MHz.
6.4 Interrupt Priorities

The FanController Component has two interrupt service routines (ISRs):

- **FanController_PID_ISR** - present only when the **Automatic (Firmware)** mode of the FanController Component is enabled. It executes the PID control algorithm.

- **FanController_DataSend** - used for transferring the measured RPM speed from the tachometer to the SRAM. The priority of this ISR should be highest in the project. To set the priority, open the `Project1_OpenLoop.cydwr` file. Go to the Interrupts tab and set the priority of FanController_DataSend interrupt to 0, which is the highest priority, as Figure 19 shows. Keep the EZI2C interrupt to lowest priority.

  **Figure 19. Interrupt Priority Setting**
The FanController_DataSend interrupt should read the speed result within a small time window. Failure to do so leads to an erroneous speed result. This time window is given by:

\[ N_{\text{cpu\_cycles}} = \frac{F_{\text{cpu\_clk}}}{F_{\text{tach\_clk}}} \]

\( F_{\text{cpu\_clk}} \) is the CPU clock frequency, \( F_{\text{tach\_clk}} \) is the tachometer clock frequency, and \( N_{\text{cpu\_cycles}} \) is the maximum latency in terms of the CPU clock cycles to move the speed result to SRAM. The tachometer clock frequency is 500 KHz. For a CPU clock frequency of 48 MHz, the maximum latency is 96 CPU clock cycles. This requires the FanController_DataSend interrupt to have the highest priority. It is also important not to disable the FanController_DataSend interrupt; make sure you are not using the CyEnterCriticalSection() API as it disables all the interrupts. Instead, disable individual interrupts when required.

6.5 Firmware Details

In the Workspace Explorer window, double-click main.c to examine the firmware used in this example project. The purpose of this first example is twofold:

- Capture the duty cycle to RPM relationship if the fan manufacturer’s datasheet is not available.
- Get a sense of the accuracy of the fans. It is common for two “identical” fans to spin at very different speeds even when they are both driven with the PWM of same duty cycle. In later examples when we explore the closed-loop hardware control mode, we will revisit this topic.

There are four commands implemented in the project – Reset, Duty Cycle Update, Duty Cycle Increment, and Duty Cycle Decrement. Each command is assigned a code, as shown in Table 2, which the external I²C master can use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reset</td>
<td>0x0001</td>
<td>This command resets the duty cycle of fans to default value (25%). Default duty cycle can be changed in firmware by altering the macro DEFAULT_DUTY_CYCLE in main.h.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duty Cycle Update</td>
<td>0x0002</td>
<td>Using this command, an external host can alter the duty cycle of any fan. Duty cycle count should be 100 times the required duty cycle in percent.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duty Cycle Increment</td>
<td>0x0003</td>
<td>Using this command, an external host can increment the duty cycle of any fan. In the present code, the step size is set to 1%. This can be changed by altering the macro DUTY_STEP in main.h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duty Cycle Decrement</td>
<td>0x0004</td>
<td>This command decrements the duty cycle of a particular fan by DUTY_STEP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 20 shows the firmware flowchart.
Figure 20. Firmware Flowchart
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The EzI2C Slave Component looks like a memory device as seen by an I2C master. An array is defined in the project for the EzI2C Slave Component to store different fan parameters, as shown in Figure 21.

Figure 21. Buffer for EzI2C Slave Component

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUB ADDR</th>
<th>Command Code</th>
<th>Fan Identifier</th>
<th>Duty Cycle Input</th>
<th>Fan1 Duty Cycle</th>
<th>Fan2 Duty Cycle</th>
<th>Fan1 Actual Speed</th>
<th>Fan2 Actual Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0x00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x0A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x0C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All of the parameters are two bytes wide in the little endian format. The Duty Cycle Update, Increment, and Decrement commands need to send one more argument to identify the fan for that command. The FAN1 identifier is 0x01 and the FAN2 identifier is 0x02. The duty cycle has a scaling factor of 100. For example, if the required duty cycle is 1%, then send 100. The speed read from the array is in units of RPM.

Commands from the host must be in the format shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22. Command Format

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reset Command</th>
<th>Slave address (8 bit)</th>
<th>Sub address (8 bit)</th>
<th>Command (16 bit)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;addr&gt;</td>
<td>0x00</td>
<td>0x0100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duty Cycle Update Command</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slave address with write bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;addr&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duty Cycle Increment Command</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slave address with write bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;addr&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duty Cycle Decrement Command</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slave address with write bit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;addr&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You can also use the switches to change the PWM duty cycle for both the fans. Switch SW1 increases the duty cycle by 1% and switch SW2 decreases it by 1%.
6.6 Test Setup

The following section describes the test setup using the kits described in Cypress Development Kits for Thermal Management. If you are not using these kits, you can still test the project. Ensure that you make proper pin connections in your test board. For the pins selected in this project, refer to the Project1_OpenLoop.cydwr file, as Figure 23 shows.

Figure 23. Project1_OpenLoop - Pins
1. Connect jumper J9 of the CY8CKIT-042 Pioneer kit to the 3.3-V position and ensure that J13 is connected. See Figure 24 for jumper positions.

Figure 24. CY8CKIT-042 Jumper Settings

2. Ensure jumpers J5, J6, and J7 on the CY8CKIT-019 PSoC Shield Adapter kit are configured to work with the CY8CKIT-036 Kit. See Figure 25 for jumper positions.

3. On the CY8CKIT-019, connect a wire between SW1 in header J9 and P0[4] of J4. Also, connect a wire between SW2 in header J9 and P0[5] of J4. This is to make connections between the switches and the PSoC pins.

Figure 25. CY8CKIT-019 Setup

4. Plug the CY8CKIT-019 on to the CY8CKIT-042, as shown in Figure 26.
5. Set the power jumper J9 on the CY8CKIT-036 EBK board to 12V_EXT and the VDDIO selection jumper J3 to 3.3 V, as shown in Figure 27.

6. Connect J14 of the CY8CKIT-036 to J10 of CY8CKIT-019, as shown in Figure 28.
6.7 Test Procedure

If you are using the Cypress kits, follow these steps:

1. Make the hardware setup as shown in the section Test Setup.
2. Connect the USB cable and program the PSoC 4 device, by selecting Debug > Program in the PSoC Creator menu.
3. Power the CY8CKIT-036 Kit with the 12 V/2A adapter. Notice that both the fans start rotating at some speed. The default PWM duty cycle is set to 25%.
4. Press the switch SW1 and notice that the speed of both fans increases. On pressing switch SW2, the speed of both fans decreases.
5. To find the actual speed of the fans, use the Cypress Bridge Control Panel (BCP) software. The BCP is a graphical user interface used to communicate with an I²C slave through an I²C-USB Bridge. You can use the CY8CKIT-042 directly because the onboard PSoC 5LP acts as an I²C-USB Bridge. If you are new to BCP, see its Help documentation.

This software is installed automatically when the PSoC Programmer software is installed. You can open the software by going to Start > All Programs > Cypress > Bridge Control Panel. The GUI consists of three main controls – the port selection window, the command window, and the result window, as Figure 29 shows.
Notice that the bridge (the PSoC 5LP on the CY8CKIT-042 board) is listed in the Connected Ports window when you connect the PSoC 4 Pioneer Kit to your PC, as shown in Figure 30.

Figure 30. Connected Bridge Devices

6. Click KitProg/<ID> to select the device

7. Now configure the protocol to 400 kHz, using the menu option Tools > Protocol Configuration > I2C, as shown in Figure 31.

Figure 31. I2C Protocol Configuration

8. To send a command, you can either start typing in the command window or use the .iic file, which contains preset commands. The .iic file OpenLoopControl.iic is provided for this project. Use the File > Open File menu option to open it. This file is available in the following project zip file path: /AN89346/BridgeFiles/OpenLoopControl.iic

The command window is filled with instructions, as shown in Figure 32.
The instructions include I²C read and write commands; their formats are:

- **Read Command**:  \( r <\text{slave address}> <\text{variables for storing the data}> \)
- **Write Command**:  \( w <\text{slave address}> <\text{sub address}> <\text{data to be sent}> \)

There is a single I²C read command to get the current duty cycle and actual speed of both the fans. There are four write instructions for the commands listed in Table 2 on page 13.

9. For the read command, you have the option to store the read data in variables. You can define the variables in the **Chart > Variable Settings** menu option or directly load .ini files when available. The .ini files are used to save information on variable names and types. An .ini file `OpenLoopControl.ini` is also provided for this project. Use the **Load** button in the **Variable Settings** window and browse to the .ini file. You can find the project .ini file in:

/AN89346/BridgeFiles/OpenLoopFanControl.ini

After selecting the file, click **OK**.

**Figure 33** shows the variables used for the Project1_OpenLoop.
10. To execute the read command, place the cursor on the read command (line 4) and press **Enter**. The read data is displayed in the result window, as shown in **Figure 34**.

**Figure 34. Read Bytes**

```
Successfully Connected to KitProg/0C22172x03242400
KitProg Version 2.03
08+ 00+ 00+ 00+ 00+ 00+ 00+ 00+ C4+ 09+ C4+ 09+ 9A+ 17+ 59+ 16+ p
```

The data is assigned to the declared variables. Now execute this command continuously by clicking the **Repeat** button, as shown in **Figure 35**. Go to the **Chart** tab to see the variables plotted over time.

**Figure 35. Repeat Button**

11. Press the switch SW1 and observe the fan speed in the chart. Repeat the experiment with SW2. Notice the difference between the two fan speeds when the same PWM duty cycle is applied; see **Figure 36**.

**Figure 36. Read Command Results - Graph**

```
Successfully Connected to KitProg/0C22172x03242400
KitProg Version 2.03
08+ 00+ 00+ 00+ 00+ 00+ 00+ 00+ C4+ 09+ C4+ 09+ 9A+ 17+ 59+ 16+ p
```

**Figure 36** also shows that with zero PWM duty cycle, the fan speed is non-zero.

12. To execute other commands, place the cursor on the row containing the command and press **Enter**. See the command format shown in **Figure 22**.

13. If your fan’s datasheet does not mention the relation between the PWM duty cycle and the fan speed, vary the duty cycle using the increment/decrement commands or the switches, and read the speed by executing the read command. You can then reconfigure the FanController Component with this data (**Figure 16**). Note that when the PSoC 4 device is reset or it is power cycled or it is being programmed, the PWM pins are tri-stated. This causes the fan to run at the maximum speed if the CY8CKIT-036 Thermal Management EBK is powered. If you want the fan to turn off during these conditions, connect external pull-down resistors of around 4.7 KΩ to the PWM pins. The PWM pins are accessible on header J3 of the CY8CKIT-019 PSoC Shield Adapter.
7  Project2_ClosedLoop

Close the files *main.c* and *TopDesign.csch* for the first project. Go back to the Workspace Explorer window, right-click Project ‘Project2_ClosedLoop’, and select **Set As Active Project**.

This project uses the FanController Component to operate the fans with closed-loop speed control. In addition, the alert feature, which includes fan stall error and speed regulation error, is demonstrated in this project.

Open the TopDesign for this project. Figure 37 shows the *TopDesign* schematic.

**Figure 37. Project2_ClosedLoop - TopDesign**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Switches for incrementing / decrementing the fan speed by 500 RPM</th>
<th>LED Indicators for faults</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SW1</td>
<td>Used to increment speed of both fans by 500 RPM (every 100ms)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW2</td>
<td>Used to decrement speed of both fans by 500 RPM (every 100ms)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The closed-loop control mode of the FanController Component measures the current fan speed and updates the duty cycle to achieve the required speed. The Component uses the **Proportional**, **Integral**, **Derivative** (PID) loop, formed using the hardware blocks and some firmware in the interrupt service routines (ISRs), to get the desired fan response. PID parameters affect the way the fan responds to the speed change request. The output response can be analyzed for rise time, peak overshoot, steady state error, and stability. Practically, it is not possible to get the best values of all these characteristics in a design – there is a tradeoff between these characteristics. A proper tuning of PID constants can provide the best combination suited for an application. **PID Tuning** on page 30 section discusses on how to select these constants.
As shown in Figure 38, two ISRs are present in the FanController Component. One reads the current speed (TACH ISR). The other runs the PID control algorithm (PID ISR), which is executed periodically to generate the new PWM duty cycle. The fan speed is set using the API function SetDesiredSpeed(). There are two differences in this project as compared to Project1_OpenLoop.

- The FanController Component is configured to do PID control for the fan speed
- Pin components are placed to drive LEDs for fan alerts

Figure 38. Automatic FanController Mode - Block Diagram

Let us start by configuring the FanController Component; see Figure 39.

Figure 39. Automatic Mode in FanController Component

Open the Component Configuration Tool and go to the Basic tab. Select Automatic. This enables closed-loop fan speed control. You can also set the control loop period. This sets how frequently the PID control loop executes. It can be set in increments of 10 ms. It is important that the control loop period be greater than the time required to calculate the speed of all of the fans.
The worst-case speed measurement time for a single fan depends on its lowest RPM as Equation 1 shows.

Equation 1. Minimum Control Loop Period

$$T_{FAN} = 1.75 \times \left( \frac{60}{RPM_{min}} \right)$$

In this project, assuming minimum fan speed to be 2500 RPM, $T_{FAN}$ is 42 ms. Therefore, for two fans the minimum control loop period is 84 ms. Set the control loop period to 100 ms for this project.

The alert feature of FanController is used in this project – it enables the detection of stalled fan rotor and speed regulation failure. Speed regulation failure can happen due to a fault in the fan or insufficient voltage supply. Stalling can happen for mechanical reasons.

A particular fault can be detected by polling the status using the API functions, GetFanSpeedStatus() and GetFanStallStatus(). In the project, GPIOs are assigned to drive LEDs to indicate the two faults. Pin P0[3] is held low when a stall is detected. Pin P1[6] is held low when a speed regulation failure is detected. Note that the pins driving the LEDs are configured in this project to be in an active low configuration. If you are using the CY8CKIT-042 PSoC 4 Pioneer kit, an RGB LED in active low configuration is already present onboard. This project uses two of those LEDs. Blinking of the blue LED indicates a speed regulation failure and that of the red LED indicates a fan stall error.

Now click the Fans tab (shown in Figure 40 for reference). If you measured the duty cycle and speed parameters for your fans in the first example project (Step 13 in the Test Procedure of first project), you can enter that data now. The parameters can be different for each fan. This allows the FanController Component to work with any combination of fans, so you have more flexibility to mix and match different types of fans to meet system cooling needs. Note that the values entered will affect the initial fan speed at power-up or after a requested speed change. However, since the fan’s actual speed is measured and used in the control loop, the fan speed will be regulated to the set value even if these parameters are not correct.

Figure 40. Project1_ClosedLoop - Fan Configuration

Click the PID Control tab. PID, that is, proportional, integral, and derivative, constants are set here; see Figure 41. PID controllers are used to achieve output response specifications such as rise time, stability, overshoot, and steady state error.

To make it simple, PID constants are set in the GUI as a percentage of a 12-bit number (4096). The Component calculates error in the fan speed and applies a PID algorithm with the coefficients set in the project. The processed PID result is then passed through an attenuation set by the Output attenuation parameter. Higher the Output attenuation, slower the output response will be. The output after attenuation is checked for the limits set in Output saturation. This parameter limits the duty cycle of a PWM. The resultant count is then loaded into a PWM duty cycle register.
Set the parameters as given in Figure 42 for now. At the end of this section, the effects of each parameter are demonstrated.

This completes the FanController Component configuration.
7.1 Firmware Details

In the Workspace Explorer, double-click main.c file to examine the firmware used in this example project. Similar to the Project1_OpenLoop, this project also uses I2C commands and switches. However, instead of sending the duty cycle, the required speed is sent in this project.

Table 3 shows the I2C commands:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Command</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reset</td>
<td>0x0001</td>
<td>This command resets fan speed to default value of 4500 RPM. Default speed can be changed in firmware by altering the macro INIT_RPM in main.h.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed update</td>
<td>0x0002</td>
<td>Using this command, an external host can alter the fan speed of any fan. Fan speed input should be in RPM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed Increment</td>
<td>0x0003</td>
<td>Using this command, an external host can increment the speed of any fan. In the present code, step size is set to 500RPM. This can be changed by altering the macro RPM_STEP in main.h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed Decrement</td>
<td>0x0004</td>
<td>This command decrements the speed of a particular fan by RPM_STEP.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An array is defined in the project for the EzI2C Slave Component to store different fan parameters, as shown in Figure 43. All values are little endian. An external I2C host should send the commands in the format, as shown in Figure 44.

**Figure 43. Buffer for EzI2C Slave Component**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUB ADDR</th>
<th>Command Code</th>
<th>Fan Identifier</th>
<th>Speed Input</th>
<th>Fan1 Duty Cycle</th>
<th>Fan2 Duty Cycle</th>
<th>Fan1 Set Speed</th>
<th>Fan2 Set Speed</th>
<th>Fan1 Actual Speed</th>
<th>Fan2 Actual Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0x00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x0A</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x0C</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x0E</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0x10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 44. Project2_ClosedLoop - I2C Command Format**
Figure 45 shows the firmware flowchart.

Figure 45. Firmware Flowchart
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7.2 **Test Setup:**
Do the same Test Setup that was done in the first project.

7.3 **Test procedure:**
If you are using the CY8CKIT-042, follow the procedure given for the first project, but use the following BCP files:

- `ClosedLoopControl.iic`
- `ClosedLoopControl.ini`

These files are provided in the zip file and can be found in `/AN89346/BridgeFiles/`

As shown in Figure 46, this command script has a single read command to read the set speed, the actual speed, and the current PWM duty cycle of both fans. Four write commands exist to send the reset, update speed, increment speed, and decrement speed commands. You can also use switches SW1 and SW2 of the CY8CKIT-019 for incrementing/decrementing the fan speed.

Figure 46. Project2_ClosedLoop - I2C Commands

![Figure 46. Project2_ClosedLoop - I2C Commands](image)

Figure 47 shows the control loop in action. Notice that it requires different PWM duty cycles to achieve the same speed in different fans. Therefore, it is important in thermal management systems to operate in a closed-loop fan control mode.

Figure 47. Graphs - Closed Loop

![Figure 47. Graphs - Closed Loop](image)

Figure 46 shows one more command, PID TEST, which is used for PID tuning. The next section discusses this command in detail.
7.3.1 PID Tuning:
Each of the PID parameters – Proportional, Integral, and Derivative – affects the output response in a particular way.

- The proportional parameter helps to achieve faster response but a very high value leads to high overshoot and instability.
- The integral parameter is similar to the proportional parameter but one major advantage is that it makes the steady state error go to zero. However, a higher integral parameter leads to overshoot.
- The derivative parameter helps to reduce the overshoot and settling time. It is usually minimized because it tends to amplify the noise in the error signal, leading to instability.

There is a tradeoff between a fast response and the stability factor. In a fan controller application, it is typically better to have a stable fan response as opposed to having a fast response time, because the temperature of a system does not change rapidly.

The PID TEST Command, provided in the ClosedLoopFanControl.ic file, generates a speed step input and reads the fan parameters. Prior to executing this command, first execute the Reset command that sets the fan speed to a default value of 4500 RPM. Then, execute the PID TEST command, which sets the fan speed to 9500 RPM, thereby generating a step input. Continuously execute this command by clicking the Repeat button, and go to the Chart window to observe the step response. Note that the PID TEST command currently updates FAN1, but you can change the fan identifier to generate a step input for FAN2.

Some example responses are given in Figure 48 to Figure 53. Notice the variations in steady state error, peak overshoot, rise time, and the settling time.

As Figure 48 shows, there is a huge error because of the absence of an integral control and the low value of the proportional parameter.

![Figure 48. PID Tuning P = 30, I = 0, D=0](image)

With the introduction of an integral control, the error is reduced to 0 but there is also a high overshoot, as Figure 49 shows.
Figure 49. PID Tuning P = 30, I = 30, D = 0

Reducing the integral parameter reduces the peak overshoot, as Figure 50 shows.

Figure 50. PID Tuning P = 30, I = 20, D = 0

As shown in Figure 51, with further reduction of the integral parameter, peak overshoot becomes nil but the settling time increases.
Figure 51. PID Tuning P = 30, I = 5, D = 0

A reduction in the proportional parameter slows down speed response, as shown in Figure 52.

Figure 52. PID Tuning P = 15, I = 5, D = 0

A reduction in the integral parameter increases the settling time, as shown in Figure 53.
Figure 53. PID Tuning P = 15, I = 2, D = 0

**Note** When the PSoC 4 device is reset or power-cycled or being programmed, the PWM pins are tri-stated. This causes the fan to run at the maximum speed if the CY8CKIT-036 Thermal Management EBK is powered. If you want the fan to turn off during these conditions, connect the external pull-down resistors of around 4.7 KΩ to the PWM pins. The PWM pins are accessible on header J3 of the CY8CKIT-019 PSoC Shield Adapter.

**Note** When the CY8CKIT-036 Thermal Management EBK is powered after the PSoC 4 device, the fan starts spinning at high speed and gradually drops to the set value. This is because of the speed control loop running in the PSoC 4 device even before the Thermal Management EBK is powered. There are two ways to deal with this while developing the fan controller application:

1. Derive the voltage VDD for the PSoC 4 device from the same source, which drives the fan.
2. Detect the presence of the supply voltage to the fan and enable the fan controller.

Generally, this behavior will not arise as the controller and the fan derive power from the same source.
8 Project3_ThermalManagement

Close main.c and TopDesign.cysch for the previous project. Go to the Workspace Explorer window and right-click the project 'Project3_Thermal Management'. Select Set As Active Project.

This example project demonstrates a complete thermal management solution. It controls two fans based on inputs from two temperature measurement sources – an external I2C digital temperature sensor and an analog output temperature sensor, emulated using a potentiometer. Note that in place of the potentiometer, a thermistor can be used with some additional code to calculate the temperature.

In a typical thermal management application, the system's physical area is split into multiple zones. Each zone has one or more fans and temperature sensors. In this project, two zones are defined using two sensors. The fan speed in a particular zone is calculated using an algorithm, which uses the output from both of the temperature sensors.

Figure 54 shows the TopDesign schematic of this project.

Figure 54. Project3_ThermalManagement - Top Design
### 8.1 Firmware Details

In this project, the FanController Component configuration is the same as in 'Project2_ClosedLoop'. Firmware is added to read the temperature from an external I^2^C digital temperature sensor TMP175 and a potentiometer and adjust the fan speed.

**Figure 55. Thermal Management - Block Diagram**

![Block Diagram](image)

The I^2^C Master Component reads the temperature from an external I^2^C digital temperature sensor. The 12-bit SAR ADC Component reads the potentiometer. Note that the potentiometer is used only to test the thermal management solution. In real applications, it is replaced by an analog sensor such as a thermistor. The I^2^C Slave Component (EZI2C) is used for debugging.

In the project, the ThermalManager.c and ThermalManager.h files have APIs for developing a thermal management solution. **Figure 56** shows the basic firmware flow.

**Figure 56. Basic Firmware Flow**

![Flow Chart](image)

The SysTick interrupt from the Cortex M0 Processor is used to generate an interrupt every 100 ms. This controls the timing of the execution of the temperature measurement and control code. The temperature sensors are read at each interrupt. The temperature values are then used to calculate the zone temperature. As mentioned previously, two zones are defined in this project. The project firmware uses one of the following algorithms to combine the temperature sensor values and set the fan speed in a particular zone:

1. **Straight average** – calculates the simple average of the temperature sensor outputs in a zone with equal weights
2. **Weighted average** – calculates the weighted average of the temperature sensor outputs in a zone
3. **Maximum** – compares the temperature sensor outputs and picks the one which is highest value

For the zone configuration, a structure ‘ZoneConfigEntry’ is defined in ThermalManager.c to set parameters such as number of fans in the zone, required fan speed, number of temperature sensors, and weights for the sensors. As a default, both zones are configured to use both sensors with weighted average. For zone 1 controlled by FAN1, 90% weight is given to the potentiometer (T2) and 10% to the I^2^C temperature sensor (T1). For zone 2 controlled by FAN2, 99% weight is given to the I^2^C temperature sensor (T1) and 1% to the potentiometer (T2).
The calculated zone temperature is translated into a fan speed using a lookup table, ‘TemperatureToSpeedLookupTable’, defined in ThermalManager.c.

Figure 57 and Figure 58 show the graph of zone temperature versus fan speed for both thermal zones. Hysteresis is included to avoid fluctuations in the fan speed at the temperature set points. As a default, hysteresis is set to 4°C for zone 1 and 1°C for zone 2 in the structure ‘ZoneConfigEntry’.

Figure 57. Zone 1 Transfer Characteristics

Figure 58. Zone 2 Transfer Characteristics

Figure 59 shows the detailed firmware flowchart.
8.2 Test Setup

Do the same Test Setup that was done in the first project, except the wire connection on the CY8CKIT-019 PSoC Shield Adapter. For this project, connect a wire between POT of header J9 to P2.0 of header J2 on the PSoC Shield Adapter, as Figure 60 shows. This is to connect the potentiometer to PSoC P2[0].
8.3 **Test procedure**

For testing, use the BCP software. The following command script and variable initialization files are provided along with the project.

- `ThermalManagement.iic`
- `ThermalManagement.ini`

These files are in the zip file of the project provided with the application note. The file path is `/AN89346/BridgeFiles/`

This command script has a single read command to read the temperature values, set speed, actual speed and the duty cycle of both fans. Vary the potentiometer or temperature on the I²C digital temperature sensor to see the fan speed variation according to Figure 57 and Figure 58, on page 36.

**Note** When the PSoC 4 device is reset or power-cycled or being programmed, the PWM pins are tri-stated. This causes the fan to run at the maximum speed if the CY8CKIT-036 Thermal Management EBK is powered. If you want the fan to turn off during these conditions, connect external pull-down resistors of around 4.7 KΩ to the PWM pins. The PWM pins are accessible on header J3 of the CY8CKIT-019 PSoC Shield Adapter.

**Note** When the CY8CKIT-036 Thermal Management EBK is powered after the PSoC 4 device, the fan starts spinning at high speed and gradually drops to the set value. This is because of the speed control loop running in the PSoC 4 device even before the Thermal Management EBK is powered. There are two ways to deal with this while developing the fan controller application:

1. Derive the voltage VDD for the PSoC 4 device from the same source, which drives the fan.
2. Detect the presence of the supply voltage to the fan and enable the fan controller.

Generally, this behavior will not arise as the controller and the fan derive power from the same source.

9 **Summary**

With the help of the FanController Component, you can quickly and easily create thermal management solutions with minimal firmware development.

The unique ability of the PSoC architecture to combine custom digital logic, analog functions, and an MCU in a single device lets you integrate many external fixed-function ASSPs. This powerful integration capability not only reduces BOM cost, but also results in PCB board layouts that are less congested and more reliable.

---
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10 **Related Application Notes**

- AN66627 – PSoC 3 and PSoC 5LP Intelligent Fan Controller
- AN66477 – PSoC 3 and PSoC 5LP Temperature Measurement with a Thermistor
- AN70698 – PSoC 3 and PSoC 5LP Temperature Measurement with an RTD
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